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Intensity dependent waiting time for strong electron trapping events in 

speckle stimulated Raman scatter 

Harvey A. Rose, W. Daughton and L. Yin 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 


A. B. Langdon 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 


The onset of Stimulated Raman scatter from an intense laser speckle is the simplest 

experimentally realizable laser-plasma-interaction environment. Despite this data and 

recent 3D particle simulations, the controlling mechanism at the onset of backscatter in 

the kinetic regime when strong electron trapping in the daughter Langmuir wave is a 

dominant nonlinearity is not understood. This paper explores the consequences of 

assuming that onset is controlled by large thermal fluctuations. A super exponential 

dependence of mean reflectivity on speckle intensity in the onset regime is predicted. 

PACS: S2.38.Bv, S2.2S.Gj,52.3S.Mw 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Plasma density fluctuation frequencies, even at densities as low as 1 % critical for a UV 

laser, are many orders of magnitude larger than frequencies characteristic of the 

laboratory environment. For example, the gross plasma hydrodynamic time scale, based 

on the ion acoustic speed, cs, roughly cllOOO for keY electron temperature, Te, is about 

30ns, for a (what in practice is a huge, laser created) 1cm plasma, while an intrinsic 

hydrodynamic time scale, that associated with self-focusing of laser speckles, small

spatial-scale variations of laser intensity, is much fastd, occurring on a speckle width 

acoustic transit time, F~/cs ;::::; lOps for F=8 (f/8 optic) and 1I2!lm laser wavelength, ~. 
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Laser plasma interaction (LPI) that involves Langmuir waves evolve on a yet shorter time 

scale, and therefore one expects that such instabilities are initiated by microscopic plasma 

density fluctuations, ideally thermal, since coupling to external, relatively low frequency 

perturbations, is highly inefficient. Even experiments on the transition to fluid 

turbulence, with instability frequencies much closer to environmental noise, may 

approach a thermal fluctuation initiated regime, as in the laboratory study of Taylor

Couette flOwii iii. However, high-energy laser beams in plasma are riddled with speckles, 

a consequence of beam spatial smoothing iv, causing large fluctuations of scattered lightV 

vi vii viii, obscuring thermal fluctuation effects. Except for plasma lengths small compared 

to a speckle's, stimulated Raman scatterix (SRS) from a given intense speckle ("hot

spot") is seeded by backscattered light from deeper speckle ranks as well as local electron 

density fluctuations. Speckles may also couple through their collective modification of 

the background electron distribution function near the phase velocity of the SRS daughter 

Langmuir wave (L W). These speckle-speckle couplings and the fact that intense hot spots 

are not statistically independentX xi xii xiii, make the connection between single speckle and 

beam SRS thresholds nontrivial. 

SRS thresholds are affected by electron trapping in the daughter L W. Trapping effects are 

a strongly increasing function of speckle intensity, first manifest in the most intense hot

spots. This observation is logically independent of the independent hot -spot-model's 

prediction for the beam SRS reflectivity thresholdxiv. Since the typical laser optic has a 

large number of random phase elementsiv, the laser beam electric field envelope has 

nearly Gaussian fluctuations in quiescent plasma, which greatly simplifies modeling of its 

hot-spots: they have an optic determined, diffraction limited local geometry xv xvi xvii, with 

intensities sampled from a corrected xvii exponential. Although details of plasma density 

fluctuations associated with plasma formation are generally not reproducible, single 

diffraction-limited interaction beam experimentsxviii xix xx xxi, with the interaction beam 

temporally delayed with respect to the spatially smoothed plasma formation beams, have 

demonstrated reproducible plasma properties in the interactions beam's neighborhood. 

The delay time, typically 100's ofps, is long compared to speckle hydrodynamic time 

scales, which are very long compared to collisional time scales. These considerations 
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motivate our study ofthennal fluctuation initiated SRS in a diffraction-limited beam , 
which may be considered as a hdt spot in a spatially smoothed laser beam, or merely the 

simplest framework for the study of stimulated scatter: it's phase coherence at best focus 

is a strong constraint, and a diffraction-limited beam occupies the minimal plasma 

volume consistent with a given optic f/# and laser wavelength. It is, a veritable "hydrogen 

atom", of stimulated scatter. Instead of a spectrum of energy eigenstates, we show in 

section II that its reflectivity fluctuations depend on a spectrum of reflectivity modes, 

with a most unstable mode whose gain corresponds to a discrete component of the 

reflectivity spectrum, strongly localized in the hot-spot when its gain is large compared to 

unity. Idealizing the laser beam as a plane wave, the stuff of textbooks, is conceptually 

simpler but as shown below it has a qualitatively different SRS onset scenario and cannot 

be realized in high-energy laser beam plasma interaction experiments. 

It is our thesis that for hot-spot intensities, J, in the single hot-spot SRS reflectivity 

threshold regime, large reflectivity fluctuations originate in the overlap of electron 

density fluctuations with the most unstable mode, that the ensuing reflectivity pulse 

begins propagation in a linear regime, allowing estimates based on linear theory, and then 

the number of trapped electrons increase as the pulse amplitude grows with propagation 

along the hot-spot axis. Nonlinear electron trapping effects can both dramatically increase 

the reflectivity pulse amplitude above its linear value, and limit its value as suggested by 

simulation resultsXXii. Confinnation of this thesis can only be obtained from detailed 

analysis of kinetic simulations as the pertinent experimental data is not measurable with 

current technology. Qualitative implications of this thesis include results for p~waiIIJ), 

the waiting time distribution function for occurrence ofa reflectivity fluctuation large 

enough to realize strong trapping effects. We show that it satisfies 

In[ In(VLandau (Twwl ))] <X -J + constant. One logarithm comes from the basic dependence 

of linear gain on laser intensity, and the other from the reflectivity probability distribution 

function's exponential dependence on R in the linear regime, a novel key result. l1.andau is 

the Landau damping rate of the SRS daughter Langmuir wave (L W) and is also the 

relaxation rate ofthennal electron density fluctuations which seed SRS. If these pulses 
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are indeed amplitude saturated, then (R) ex:. (T;;~t), a super exponentially increasing 

function of 1. Such behavior must cease once I is large enough so that the time between 

large pulses is less than the electron distribution replenishment time, estimated as a 

thermal electron transit time across the hot spot waist, since then Landau damping 

depends on the entire reflectivity history. In particular, strong reflectivity pulses are no 

longer statistically independent. 

Qualitative support of this threshold scenario is found in multi-D simulationsxxiii xxiv that 

show an abrupt increase of (R) with increase of1. Multi-D is essential to even a 

qualitatively correct determination of the threshold regime because diffraction determines 

the speckle length and differential diffraction allows the scattered light to diffract more 

quickly than the speckle, possibly resulting in significantly lower gain compared to 1 D 

estimates (see Fig. 03). In addition, except in low temperature or high Z plasma, the 

dominant escape mechanism of otherwise trapped electrons is their traverse of a speckle 

width, typically at the electron thermal speed. This loss results in amplitude dependent 

reductionXXV of Landau damping, but not its eliminationxxvi , even in steady state. 

Another threshold scenario, not pursued here, is also consistent with these simulation 

results and what is known experimentally xix xx xxi. It is possible that once I exceeds a 

different threshold value, a large enough fluctuation will induce an irreversible transition 

to a self-sustainingXXVii , large R state, without further assistance from thermal fluctuations. 

Since the waiting time for a rare fluctuation is large compared to 1/ vLandau , the reflectivity 

time series would show low amplitude fluctuations for a long time and then a jump to a 

high reflectivity state. On the ljOJpe time scale, the apparent abruptness of this transition 

increases rapidly as kAD' with k the SRS daughter L W wavenumber, decreases through a 

range where vLandau is a sensitive function of k. Intimations of such behavior have been 

observedxxviii in recent simulations. A case has been madexxix for existence of a self-

sustaining forward SRS (FSRS) regime even though FSRS has daughter waves with 

parallel pointing group velocities and thus cannot support linear absolute instability. The 

two scenarios may both play out for backscatter SRS (BSRS) if, in fact, speckle BSRS 

can be self-sustaining, and the self-sustaining threshold exceeds the convective threshold 
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range of intensities. While far afield from LPI, we note that analysis of recent 

experimental dataXXX on pipe flow fluid turbulence concludes that it is not self-sustaining 

but rather a transient, with lifetime a super exponentially increasingXXXi function of 

Reynolds number. The fact that earlier work reached a contrasting view=ii about the 

fundamentals of such a classic field of study, with huge amounts of data available 

compared to LPI experiments, and only one dimensionless parameter, the Reynolds 

number, compared to several for speckle SRS, suggests that definitive analysis as to the 

nature of the onset of speckle SRS will not be soon available. 

Though most of our results do not depend explicitly on the value of kAD , physically the 

scope of this paper is limited to an intermediate wavenumber range, roughly 

0.30 :::; kAD :::; 0.45 , to suppress other effects. In this wavenumber domain, the L W 

h·ftxxxiii xxxiv xxxv xxv d I . d xxxvi h d .frequency slueto e ectron trappmg excee stat ue to IOn 

density fluctuations driven by the L W ponderomotive force; the L W trapped electron 

modulational and filamentation instability thresholds are lower thanXXxvi that of the L W 

ion-acoustic decay instability (LDI), except for very small values of ion acoustic damping 

rate; and BSRS winsx-'OCVii the competition with FSRS. The predictedXXxvi crossover from 

LDI to filamentation saturation ofBSRS in D> 1 , with variation of kAD near 0.30, is 

consistent with experimental resultsxx, even though as kAD increases from 0.3 to 0.45, the 

trapped electron frequency shift alone can significantly reducexxxvi the LDI threshold. 

Reduction of Landau damping by electron trapping may qualitatively reduce the SRS 

threshold and further reduce the LDI thresholdxxxviii. For the smaller range of k, roughly 

kAD < 0.3, LDI is an effective saturation mechanismxxxix xl xli xlii xliii ofBSRS, and 

eventually with further decrease of kAD' L W collapse saturatesxliv SRS. 

Stimulated Brillouin scatter (SBS) may evolve significantly in only a few ps and 

potentially influence speckle SRS. However recent experimentalXXi results do not 

manifest SBS, consistent with multi-dimensional PIC simulation results that include 

collisional effects)dv. Since suppression of SBS (and, at large kAD , SRS) by electron 

temperature gradients depends on details of laser parameters and plasma composition not 

necessarily of direct relevance to SRS, dynamic ion and collisional effects are ignored in 
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this study, making connection with available experimental results problematic. Until 

single speckle experiments can be performed in much hotter plasma so that thermal 

effects are reduced, comparison between our theory and PIC simulation results, with ion 

dynamics and collisions turned off, is more appropriate. 

II. ONSET OF STRONG ELECTRON TRAPPING EFFECTS 

The SRS daughter L W may be regarded as driven by an external potential, a component 

of the high frequency ponderomotive potential that results from the beating of the laser 

and scattered light. Its envelope, rAJ, is proportional to the product of backscattered light, 

ESRS, and laser electric field, E, envelopes, with magnitude 

1 1 
¢o = voscESRS -- >:::: -voscJRE-Jr==== 

2OJ SRS 2 OJ laserOJSRS 

and vosc = eE/meOJ'aser' This is strictly valid only in ID since in higher dimensions these 

fields do not have identical geometries. In scaled units, 

e¢, ~ ~ v'= ..fRJ"'t.= ,,~ v'=..fR, (1) 
Te 2 ~ OJ SRS 2 ~ 

if n.Jnc « 1 . 

The electron bounce frequency, OJb , 

OJb/OJ pe = kADJe¢/Te (2) 

with OJ pe the electron plasma frequency, ¢ the L W's electrostatic potential amplitude and 

k its wavenumber, may be compared with the speckle trapped electron escape rate, V ' escape 

OJpe/Vescape = FAa/AD' (3) 

3D transit time damping calculations, with ¢ smoothly going to zero on the speckle radius 

length scale, show strong trapping effects, including a 50% reduction of L W Landau 

damping, vLandau (¢), once 

OJ b / v >:::: 6 . (4)escape 
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Our notation makes explicit the dependence of l1.,andau on ¢, with v Landau (0) the classical 

Landau damping rate. The value of this ratio at the onset of strong trapping effects 

depends on details of L W geometry, including D, with a ratio of about 3 sufficing in 2D 

and the 1D !<rook modelxlvi . In 2D there is a greater population of slowly moving 

electrons across the speckle than in 3D, which therefore are more susceptible to trapping 

effects. Eqs. (2) and (4) should be solved with 

¢ = ¢o 1vLandau (¢). (5) 

If ¢ is large enough such that vLandau (¢) = vLandau (0 )/2 , then ¢Iinear = ¢o I vLandau (0) = ¢ 12 

and Eq. (1) implies that the reflectivity required to have achieved this reduction of 

Landau damping is smaller by a factor of 4 than its linear estimate. Note that in the linear 

. Rl/4 •regIme, (Ub OC 

Reduction of L W damping alone would lead to enhanced SRS but trapped electrons also 

reduce the L W frequency which may lead to L W filamentation if D ~ 2 , a potent SRS 

saturation mechanismxxiii xxiv xlvii. Since the trapped particle modulationalxxxvi xlviiiand 

filamentation instabilities require qualitatively that ves<:ape < I~(UII4 , with ~(U the trapped 

electron frequency shift, andxlvii since I~(UI < (Ub/2 for k).,D < 0.45, strong reduction of 

Landau damping occurs before the L W equilibrium breaks up due to these instabilities. 

Although there are other mechanisms by which the nonlinear L W frequency shift may 

reducexlix or possibly increase the SRS gain depending of the sign of the background 

density gradient, as has been shownl Ii in the mathematically similar regime of BSBS, at 

least in the vLandau (0»> vescape regime, strong trapping leads to large damping reduction 

and possibly a small frequency shift becausexxv 
VLandau (¢)~ vescape as (Ubi ves<:ape ~ ex) , 

while ~(O approaches a fraction OFvi (U b. Note that in the large k).,D regime, roughly 

k).,D > 0.5 which is outside the scope of this paper, it has been shownxlvii that damping 

reduction alone may lead to a substantial frequency shift of the optimmn SRS daughter 

LW, dominating the direct shift due to electron trapping, and there is not a clean 

separation between dissipative and reactive trapped electron effects. In any case, for our 
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immediate purpose of estimating the speckle BSRS intensity threshold, we adopt Eq. (4) 

as a necessary condition for a super thermal reflectivity pulse. 

In. GAIN GAP and LARGE REFLECTIVITY FLUCTUATIONS 

Idealized one-dimensional (l D) linear models with uniform laser intensity and 

equilibrium plasma parameters lead to a Gaussian probability distribution function for the 

reflectivity, P(R), for large system size. This follows from the central limit theorem and 

two basic observations: the mode with the maximum reflectivity gain exponent, 

rmax = r(k ), at wavenumber, kmax, has many nearby modes with almost identical gain max 

exponents, r(k) (r = log A , with A the power amplification); electron density 

fluctuations with different values of k are identically distributed 'ii and statistically 

independent in a weakly coupled plasma in thermal equilibrium; and thus the reflectivity, 

R, receives almost equal contribution from many modes. In contrast, we will show that in 

a single speckle, the separation between rmax and the other gain exponents remains finite 

as plasma size increases. This "gain gap" is a basic consequence of finite speckle 

geometry. As a large gain gap implies exponential P(R), the chances of having a 

reflectivity fluctuation significantly larger than the mean is much greater than it is for the 

ID homogeneous model. Reflectivity fluctuations large enough to satisfy Eq. (4) will not 

necessarily lead to enhanced SRS' unless this condition is satisfied over a large enough 

space-time region for the SRS daughter L W to dynamically approach its static response, 

Eq. (5). We will show how this region is determined by the gain eigenvector 

corresponding to rmax, and the scattered light coherence length. 

A. The reflectivity spectrum 

Our study is limited to the strongly damped linear regime in which the local gain rate is 

proportional to the laser intensity. The paraxial wave approximation then implies, after 

temporal Fourier transformation with angular frequency OJ in units of VLandau, that the 

scattered light, enveloped about a wavevector pointing in the negative z direction with 

magnitude kSRS , satisfies 
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(i(j) a i 2I _ Go IEI2 V QSC • 

+-+--V'.LjESRS-- 2 ESRS-eJr-bn . (6)IIV SRS II vLandau az 2ksRS 2Lspeckle IE(O) V SRS 

The laser beam, with spatial-temporal envelope E, is assumed time independent. 


V'~ = (a~, a~ ) is the transverse Laplacian. The plasma is assumed homogeneous. First the 


time independent response is studied, given by Eq. (6) with (j) = 0, since in the large gain 


limit the (j) =0 contribution to stimulated scatter dominates1iii. Later we examine the 


case when spatially varying electron temperature fluctuations result in maximum gain at 


finite (j). The power spectrum of thermal electron density fluctuations, &, varies as 


1/(1 + (j) 2) and is delta correlated on wave envelope spatial scales. 

E, propagates in the positive z direction with envelope wavenumber~, and satisfies 

( ~ __,_' V'~ IE = 0 . (7)laz 2ko ) 

The speckle length is defined byliV 

flE(x = Y = o,zt 
(8)

Lspeckle = IE(ot dz, 

so that absent diffraction, Go is the maximum power gain exponent, sometimes referred 

to as the ID gain coefficient. For the circular top hat speckle, E has uniform amplitude 

Fourier modes restricted to k < ko/2F , and Lsr=kle ~ 8.0F2 Ao' 

Eqs. (6) and (7) depend on two intrinsic dimensionless parameters besides Go. ko/ksRS 

measures the relative importance of diffraction, e.g., if this ratio is large then diffraction 

is much more important for scattered as compared to laser light. Landau damping 

implies a scattered light correlation length, vSRS / vLandau , which may be combined with the 

speckle length to obtain the third parameter, Ncorr, 

NWIT = Lspeckle vLandau IvSRS ' (9) 

the number of statistically independent backscatter pulses within a speckle length. For 

convenience of simulation, transverse periodic boundary conditions are imposed on Eqs. 

(6) and (7) and the system width is chosen such that IEI2 is small at the boundaries and 
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- L/2 < z < L/2 with L large enough so that Lspeckle is insensitive to variation of L. If 

IEI2 were independent ofz, solutions ofEg. (6) could be expressed in terms of its 

eigenvector/eigenvalue pairs, {4j,Kj }, 

( __i_V21A= Go IEI2 A 
JlK 2ksRS ) J 2Lspeckle IE(Ot J 

(10) 

with convective gain spectrum {m (Kj)}. If the gain narrowing length, 

[ J
1f2 

LspeckJe/ksRsGO ,is small compared to the speckle radius, then the most unstable mode 

will be localized nearly the speckle axis, and one expects that the instability spectrum has 

a discrete component and a gain gap. Related1iii behavior has been studied analytically, 

but results were presented only for mean values, e.g., (R), while we are also interested in 

R's probability distribution. Since the speckle intensity has nontrivial dependence on z, 

we develop an alternate eigenvalue framework, simply related to Eg. (10) in the 

cylindrical case, with results not limited to the large gain limit. 

Absent thermal noise, the term proportional to !in, solutions of Eg.(6) are supported by 

ESRS'S boundary condition at z = L/2, E SRS (z = L/2), considered stochastic. Every 

realization of ESRS (z = L/2) generates a reflectivity realization and associated power 

gain exponent, G, 

R= exp(G) = HIESRS (x .L'Z = - L/2t dx.L/ HIESRS (x .L'Z = L/2t dx.L . (11) 

Reflectivity is usually defined as the ratio of z independent laser power, 

oc HI E (x.L t dx.L ' to scattered power. For fixed incident SRS power, R as defined by 

Eg. (10) is proportional to the standard definition, and is convenient for our immediate 

purpose, power gain determination. 

In general, one can relate ESRS (z = - L/2) to ESRS (z = L/2) through a propagator, P, 

e,(-L/2)= I Pij(L/2). (12) 
kj <k", ,, 
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The shorthand notation ej (z)= ESRS (kl'z) has been introduced, with "/\" denoting spatial 

Fourier transform with normalization fiEsRSI2 dx / fdx = IleX . The large wavenumber 
j 

(UV) cutoff, kmax, introduced in ESRs's boundary condition in Eq. (12) is necessary 

because the paraxial wave model, Eq. (6), allows arbitrarily short wavelength 

fluctuations, while the antecedent full wave equation does not. We will show that 

backscattered light is dominated by Fourier modes whose k is qualitatively bounded by 

ko / F , and so self-consistency suggests a similar range for kmax. In addition, experiments 

showvi that backscattered SRS light is qualitatively confined to the optical cone. The 

number of such modes, N mode = I ' is proportional to the number of random phase 
k, <Am", 

plate elements. Eqs. (11) and (12) imply 

R = I Ie; (L/2'P-ij (L/2) , (13) 
I j 

with R =ptp , or in detail, 

Rlj = Ip;;Pij. (14) 

In general, EsRs develops shorter wavelength components as it propagates, and the sum 

over the index "i" in Eq. (13) is over all wavevectors, while R's indices are subject to the 

large wavenumber cutoff. The reflectivity matrix, R, is Hermitian with real eigenvalues, 

b}, 1 ~ j ~ N mode' listed in descending order, 1j :2: r2 :2: K :2: r The associated • 
Nmodc 

eigenvectors, {Bj }, are taken orthonormal and may be used as an alternative to the 

Fourier mode representation of long wavelength (lR) functions ofx. It is sometimes 

convenient to represent the reflectivity eigenvalues by their associated gain coefficients, 

gj = ln~j). Each of the {Bj} may be regarded as an initial condition, IBj (L/2)) (using 

Dirac's bra-ket notationlVii 
) to Eq. (6). It follows that the final state is related to the initial 

by IBj (-L/2)) =pi Bj (L/2)) and Eq. (14) implies (B; (L/2 ~ Bj (L/2)) = r;8ij. However, 

unlike the case when IEI2 is independent of z, they are not generally orthogonal in any 
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interior plane, Z = enst, - 1/2 < Z < 1/2. If IEI2 is independent ofz, then 

g; =2IRe(KJ. 

B. The large gain gap regime 

If ESRS (z =1/2) consists of a sum over identically distributed, Gaussian, statistically 

independent, random phased Fourier modes, with coefficients {e
j 

}, then the initial 

reflectivity coefficients, {b j }, enjoy these same properties, 

NNmooc mooc 

ESRS(x,z= 1/2)= I ejexp~kjx)= I bjBj(x) . (15) 
j = ' j=l 

Without loss of generality let (Ibl) =1 and then Eq. (13) and the definition of the 

reflectivity eigenvalues implies 

R~ ?;lbJ exp(gj)/~lbJ ~?;lbJ exp(gj)/Nmoo.. (16) 

If the gain gap is large, exp(g, - g2»> 1, then 

R ~ Ibl1 

2 
exp(gl)/Nmode • (17) 

Since bl is complex Gaussian, R is exponentially distributed with 

(R) ~ exp(g,)/Nmode (18)• 

Since the approximation in Eq. (16) fails for the rare events such that most of the energy 

is in the most unstable mode, the actual distribution of R is only approximately 

exponential with a cutoff at R = exp (gl)' and one expects deviations from exponential 

behavior to grow as this cutoff is approached (see Fig. 09). In general, one can sample R 

without further approximation directly from Eq. (16) using a Monte Carlo method. To 

attain a given level of confidence in statistical estimates of R, this is much more efficient 

than directly sampling solutions ofEq. (6). For example, if Nmode is 10, then one needs 

order exp(1 0) realizations for it to be likely that one of them has a value of R near 

exp(gl)' whereas only 10 linearly independent solutions of (homogeneous) Eq. (6) are 

needed to determine R and hence all of its eigenvalues, including gl. The maximum 
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reflectivity may not come close to being realized in a particular finite sample, generated 

during a particular time of evolution in a dynamic experiment, either real or simulated, 

while (R) may be accurately estimated from a comparatively short sampling period. 

However, backing out values of the largest possible gain and the gain gap from (R) alone 

is not possible, putting a premium on reliable estimates ofg], and g2, the power gain 

exponents of the two most unstable reflectivity modes. 

c. Pseudo 3D model 

In this paper we restrict calculations to the Gaussian speckle case. Since the on axis D 

dimensional Gaussian speckle intensity, with focal plane at z = 0, satisfies 

2 (2 2)-(D-l)/2 
1E 1 ~ LRayleigh + z , 

LspeckJe' given by Eq. (8), diverges in 2D as the system length, L ~ 00, an undesirable 

sensitivity to system size compared with the physically relevant 3D case, for which, 

LRayleigh oc Lspeckle. In the linear instability regime E may be specified for convenience and 

we choose it as determined by a 3D Gaussian diffraction limited beam, in its symmetry 

plane y = 0, while ESRS propagates solely in the x-z plane, as in Eq. (6) with V~ ~ 8; , 

periodic in x. This defines the pseudo 3D Gaussian model whose contours of laser 

(speckle) intensity, normalized at best focus to unity, are shown in Fig. 01. The 

transverse, x, coordinate is normalized to the speckle diameter (intensity full width at half 

maximum in the focal plane), and along the laser, z, direction, distance is normalized to 

Lspeckle. 
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Fig. 01. Nonnalized intensity contours of a 3D Gaussian speckle, with x normalized to the speckle 
diameter, and z normalized to the speckle length. 

Fig. 02. Gain spectra for Go = 30, ko/ ksRS = I, for pseudo 3D Gaussian speckle: spectra for system width 

as in Fig. Oland Nmode = 17 (upper blue triangles), Nmode = 39 (bottom red disks), have nearly identical 

most unstable gain coefficient, gl "" 21.8 , and gain gap, gl - g2 "" 9.60, as does the 77 mode case for a 

double wide system (middle green stars). 

1. Gain gap is generally larger for SRS than SBS 

The limiting case of SRS at low density and low electron temperature, is formally 

equivalent to backscatter SBS since then ko / kSRS ~ 1, while, e.g., a five kilovolt Te 

plasma has ko/ksRS ~ 2 when the electron density, ne, is 10% ofthe critical value, nc, and 

~ 3 at 18% nco Results show that the most unstable mode's gain coefficient gl,ko / kSRS 

eigenvector, B1, and the gain gap, gl - g2' are insensitive functions of system width (IR 

cutoff) and the UV cutoff, kmax, or equivalently mode number, for large Go. For example, 

the two leading gain eigenvalues change by less than 111 Olh of one percent for Go = 30 

and ko / kSRS = 1 , under variation of system width and mode number as descri bed in the 

caption to Fig 02. This figure shows that there is a part of the totality, or spectrum, of 

eigenvalues, the two leading ones, which are apart from the others. These results suggest 

that as the system width increases, the spectrum fills in at lower values ofg, forming a 

continuous part, while the two leading modes remain discrete. To the extent that the 

latter are insensitive to the boundary conditions, for large enough system width, they are 
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localized away from the boundary. Since the speckle intensity goes to zero as Izl---+ 00, 

reflectivity eigenvector localization is not uniformly valid. While of mathematical 

interest, we have not pursued natural questions concerning the reflectivity eigenvalue 

problem. Is there a gain gap for small Go? If instead of one speckle, the system had a 

distribution of randomly placed speckles with random Go and phase, does a gain gap 

remain as the system width increases? Is there a critical value of (Go), Gc, such that 

(R) ---+ 00 as (Go) ---+ Gc ? What is the geometry of the leading eigenvectors as Gc is 

approached, and does its character depend on whether the wide system limit is taken 

first? 

Diffraction reduces g] from Go, as seen in Fig. 03. The gain gap has a greater 
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Fig. 03. Diffraction reduces the leading gain coefficient, g[' from its ID value, Go. Pseudo 3D Gaussian 
speckle: top (green) solid curve has ko / kSRS = I , next lowest dashed (red) curve has ko / kSRS = 2 . 3D top 

hat speckle: dotted (blue) curve has ko / kSRS = I , and the dash-dot curve has ko / kSRS = 3 . 

Fig. 04. Gain gap for pseudo 3D Gaussian speckle is a more sensitive function of ko / ksRS than is the 

leading gain coefficient (see Fig. 03) for large Go. Curves are labeled by ko/ksRS' 

sensitivity to ko/ kSRS than g], as is apparent by comparing Fig. 03 with Fig. 04. 

2. Eigenvector geometry 

Propagate the most-unstable eigenvector according to Eq. (6) without source, defining 

B) (x,z).1t follows from Eq.(15), 

(IEsRs (x,zt) -IB) (x,zt ' (19) 
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if z large enough for significant gain to accrue. Fig. 05a depicts the spatial development 

of IBJ ' normalized to the local reflectivity, JIB] (x,zt dx , for Go = 30 and ko/ kSRS =1, 

as it propagates downward from the top edge. Only positive x is shown since BJ is an 

even function of x. The normalized speckle intensity is represented by equally spaced 

contour lines: the innermost (outermost) contour corresponds to the value 0.8 (0.2). 

Another insight is obtained by examining BJ's structure as it propagates solely due to 

diffraction, i.e., as given by Eq. (6) without gain and without source, in Fig. 05b. 

N 0 N 0 

-1 -1 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 x x 
Fig.05a Fig.05b 

Fig. 05a. (Color online) The most unstable speckle SRS mode, IBJ ' nonnalized to the local reflectivity, 

R(z)with rainbow palette as in Fig. 01, e.g., green corresponding to half the maximum value, red. Speckle 


intensity contour lines are superimposed. x and z are nonnalized as in Fig. 01. 


Fig.05b. IBJ is normalized to its largest value, but with B] advanced from the upper edge without gain, 


attains its maximum before the speckle focal plane. Speckle intensity contour lines are again shown. 

Variation of its amplitude and phase, 1m [In(B])] = ¢] , are shown in Fig. 06, in the plane 

z ~ 0.30 where its amplitude is maximum. Since rh is essentially constant where IB]I is 

maxImum, one may 
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Fig. 06 Fig. 07 

Fig. 06. Amplitude of most unstable SRS mode in the plane z =0.30, IB,I, nonnalized to unity, is shown 

as the solid curve, absent gain and only shown over a small portion of the simulation width. Its phase, (PI, is 

the dashed curve. 

Fig. 07. Nonnalized laser speckle energy spectrum, dashed curve, is similar to that ofBb solid curve. 

Wavenumber, k, is in units of the reciprocal speckle intensity diameter. 


interpret B1, approximately, as a diffraction limited beam when gain is ignored. B2, again 

absent gain, is approximately d/dx ofa diffraction limited beam. Bl'S energy spectrum, 

Fig. 07, has an f/# nearly identical to the laser optic, and Fig. OSb shows that optimum 

gain is obtained by focusing before speckle center to take advantage of an effectively 

longer gain region. A variational approach, in lieu of direct eigenvalue determination, 

may be useful in 3D where R's dimension is easily 0(103
) but only the two leading 

eigenvalues are required: gl determines the maximum amplification, which together with 

g2 determine the gain gap. 2D variational calculation with a two parameter Gaussian trial 

function for Bl 's boundary condition, diffraction limited with the radius at best linear 

focus and propagation distance to best linear focus as parameters, reproduces gl to 4 

significant digits for Go = 30, ko/ksRS = 1. If B2'S boundary is taken as dB]/dx, with 

independent variation of parameters, then g2 is recovered to 3 significant digits. 

D. Simulations 

Simulation results from Eq.(6) for the pseudo 3D model are presented in this section, first 

for the static, OJ = 0, case and then in section III.D.3 for a full spectrum of OJ, or 

equivalently, for fully time dependent fluctuations. Between the static and dynamic cases 

there is little qualitative change in reflectivity statistics, but the geometry of time 

dependent ESRS fluctuations shows clear dependence on Ncorr, with implication for 

nonlinear effects. 

1. Stochastic boundary condition, static case 

The first simulation results shown are for the speckle and system size of Fig. 01, with 

N mode = 17 , i. e., the SRS boundary condition consists of 17 statistically independent, zero 

mean, Gaussian distributed, Fourier modes, centered about k =0 . These modes have a 
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flat spectrum for k < 4.8 with k in units of the reciprocal speckle intensity diameter. Fig. 

08 shows the probability distribution of Ro, the reflected light power absent gain, or 

equivalently the incident power, from 104 realizations. The solid curve is a Gaussian fit. 

103 
1000 


102 


500 101 

100 

a I ~'i;'i'~ii'i"i~ 0.0.100 5.0.108 1.0.109 1.5.109 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Ro /<Ro> R/<Ro> 

Fig. 08 Fig. 09 

Fig. 08. Histogram of reflectivity absent gain, Ro, shows the expected tendency toward a Gaussian 

distribution. 104 statistically independent reflectivity realizations were sampled, with SRS boundary 

condition consisting of a Fourier space flat top distribution with 17 modes (see Fig. 10). 

Fig. 09. Histogram approximation to the distribution function, P(R/(~)), for Go = 30 and ko/ksRS = 1. 

For Go = 30 and ko/ kSRS =1, R's distribution is shown in Fig. 09, and the solid curve is 

the exponential fit, p(u) 0: exp(-u/1.70 x 108
) , and (u) =1.70 X 108 

=exp(21.8)/16.4 = exp(g,)/16.4 , in good agreement with the large gain gap limit result, 

Eq. (17). Note that the largest reflectivity amplification, achieved but once in these 104 

realizations, is exp(21.2), close to but below the theoretical maximum, exp (gl) 

=exp(21.8). Fig. 10 shows the SRS seed spectrum, (dRo/dk) =(Ie(k,z = L/2f)/dk, 

averaged over 104 realizations, and the reflectivity energy spectrum, 

(dR/dk) = (Ie (k,z = - L/2f)/dk , both normalized to unity. The latter is a smoother 

function of k because it is dominated by one mode. Fig. 11 shows reflectivity normalized 

(IEsRS 1
2). Though not identical to IBll2 ,shown in Fig. 05, (I ESRS 12) approaches IB,12 

once large amplification has occurred, see 
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Fig. 10. Mean reflectivity seed spectrum, (dRo / dk) , (red) curve with square points, and the mean 

reflectivity energy spectrum, (dR/dk) , dashed (blue) curve. 

Fig. I I. (IEsRSn, normalized to R(z). 

Fig. 12. The histogram of dR(k = O)/dk is shown in Fig. 13, with solid curve 
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Fig. 12. Mean reflectivity begins its rapid increase at z"" -0.2 , and past this point there is good agreement 


between (IESRS 12 ), Fig. II, and IBI12 , Fig. 05a. 


Fig. 13. Fluctuations of dRidk are consistent with an exponential distribution. 


p(u) ex exp (- u/4.87 x 108
)' 

The incident power per unit system width (area in 3D), (Ro) = f m

", (dRo/dk)dk, is 
-k max 

independent of system width for fixed (dRo/dk) and UV cutoff, kmax. However, if, e.g., 

the system is initially wide compared to a speckle width, as in Fig. 01, and the system 

width is then doubled, since only the part of the incident light that passes by the speckle 
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is amplified, both (R)/(Ro) and (dR/dk)/(dRo/dk) decrease by a factor of2, consistent 

with Eq. (18) since Nmode is linear in system size (in 2D), and gl is insensitive to system 

size, as seen in Fig. 02. On the other hand, if kmax is doubled at fixed system width and 

fixed (dRo/dk) , then (Ro) doubles but if initially all the scales at which significant 

amplification occurs are resolved, then the added short wavelength modes are not 

amplified, (R) does not change substantially, with the result that (R)/(Ro) again 

decreases by a factor of2. Simulation results show, however, that in this case 

(dR/dk)/(dRo/dk) , evaluated at k= 0, does not change significantly with increase of 

spatial resolution, consistent with the observation that short wavelength fluctuations are 

but weakly amplified. A gain diagnostic that is insensitive to both IR and UV cutoffs is 

achieved with a speckle localized noise source, discussed in the next section. 

2. Distributed noise source, static case 

Limit the Fourier transform of 5n to wavenumbers k < k max , as a cutoff is necessary to 

have finite backscatter even without amplification. The SRS noise source, the last term 

on the right hand side ofEq. (6), is localized to the speckle neighborhood since vose - E . 

Let there be no incoming SRS light so as to isolate the noise source contribution to 

backscatter. For system size as in Fig. 01 with N mode = 17 (kmax = 4.8) and N mode = 33 

(kmax =9.6), the curves with symbols in Fig. 14 are approximations to the mean 

reflectivity spectra absent gain, (dRo/dk) , normalized to unity. These single speckle 

Thomson scatter spectra are obtained by averaging over 104 noise realizations. Only 

positive k values are shown, with the reciprocal speckle diameter as the unit of 

wavenumber, as the curves are statistically invariant under k ~ -k . The last 

wavenumber shown is the largest available after de- aliasing. These spectra behave as 
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Fig. 14. Speckle Thomson scatter spectrum is the solid curve with square (triangular) points, obtained by 

limiting the thennal electron density fluctuations to wavenumbers less than 4.8, the 17 mode case (9.6, the 

33 mode case). The dashed curve, insensiti ve to Nmode. is (dR/ dk) . 


Fig. 15. Speckle Thomson scatter energy density peaks near speckle best focus. 


as expected: they are flat until their respective UV cutoffs are reached, and then roll over. 

The solid curve in Fig. 14, representing (dR/dk) , is insensitive to the IR and UV cutoffs, 

including its value before normalization to unity. Again we take Go = 30 and 

ko/ kSRS =1. 

The Thomson scatter energy density, \IEsRSI2) as obtained from Eq. (6) without gain, is 

shown in Fig. 15 for kmax = 4.8 . Its qualitative properties, however, do depend on the UV 

cutoff: as kmax increases, the Thomson scattered light spreads more quickly in x with 

propagation in the negative z direction, and at any x, R increases (confirm this). In the 

linear regime this dependence is of little consequence since one item of interest, dRldk for 

small k, is UV cutoff independent, but in the nonlinear regime, the L W responds to the 

local amplitude of the scattered light, not just its small angle scatter component, and then 

R's UV cutoff dependence matters, at least in principle. In the large gain regime it may 

not matter in practice as the large wavenumber components of ESRS are weakly amplified 

in a speckle because of their greater susceptibility to diffraction and the L W response to 

high wavenumber components of ¢ 0 is also reduced by the L W's own diffraction. 
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However, one should be aware of possible UV sensitivities when the laser beam is a 

plane wave, or is multi-speckle but speckle scatter is not dominant. 

The histogram for (dR/dk )/(dRo/dk) , evaluated at k = 0, in this volume distributed 

noise case is similar to that for the particular boundary driven case of Fig. 13, except that 

its mean and maximum values are reduced by about a factor of 4, and unlike the 

boundary driven case, it is insensitive to Nmode and system width. This reduction of 

(dR/ dk) compared to the boundary source case is expected because the response of 

- L/2) to volume distributed noise may be represented by a Green's function EsRS (z = 


integrated over noise from different planes z =cnst. Since as z initially decreases from 


z = L/2 , the source strength increases with lEI while the available gain region decreases, 


there will be a value of z < L/2 at which their product is a maximum, and make the 


largest single contribution to dR(z = -L/2)/dk. The LW source, ¢o, peaks at some value 


of z > - L/2, and hence its gain is diminished further compared to the reflectivity's. This 


naturally leads to consideration ofthe time dependent case, because ¢o's detailed space


time dependence is relevant to estimations of linear versus nonlinear L W response. 


3. Distributed noise source, dynamic case 

Solutions ofEq. (6) are evaluated for zero boundary condition, EsRS (z = L/2)= O. To 

accelerate numerical convergence, the electron density fluctuation power spectrum is 

modified to fall off faster in frequency (smoother in time), 

(5n(r, OJ )5n(r', OJ )) oc 5(r - r')/(1 + OJ 
4 

), (20) 

than does the standard Lorentzian. The spatial delta function is cutoff in the perpendicular 

direction at wavenumber kmax, with each Fourier mode sampled independently from a 

zero mean, complex valued, Gaussian distribution. c5n fluctuations in different planes z 

=constant are statistically independent. The spacing between planes, dz, is chosen to well 

resolve diffraction and gain, e.g., diffraction resolution alone requires dz ~ kSRS /1 Ok~ax . 

For illustrative purposes, we again choose Go = 30, ko = 1, and the choice / kSRS 

N corr = 10, corresponds to 10 scattered light pulses in a speckle length. Spatial numerical 
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parameters include system size as in Fig. 01 and UV cutoff kmax = 2.5 (Nmode = 27). 

Numerical parameters for time evolution are the maximum frequency, mmax = 10, and 

frequency resolution, dm = 20 / 213 = 0.00244 , implying periodicity time ~ 2600 

(26001 vLandau ), and that number of independent reflectivity fluctuations. For each 

discrete value of m, Eq. (6) is integrated along z with statistically independent noise. 

Time series may then be obtained by standard Fourier technique. Fig. 16 shows the 

normalized reflectivity time series for Thomson and stimulated speckle scatter. 
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0.0 10-2 

0 1000 20000 10 20 30 40 

t 

Fig. 16 Fig. 17 

Fig. 16. (Color online) Normalized Thomson scatter Ro (red solid curve) and stimulated scatter, R (blue 


dashed curve) versus time in units of 11 VLandau. 


Fig. 17. (Color online) Thomson scatter (the red band about ordinate unity) and stimulated scatter (the 


disperse blue dots which fill the figure) normalized as in Fig. 16. 


Visualization over the much longer time scale in Fig. 17 makes apparent their very 

different statistical properties, which are indistinguishable in form from the static case 

shown in Figs. 08 and 09. In Fig. 17 the reflectivity points, sampled every dt = 7r110 , are 

not connected for clarity. Though our primary interest is in large reflectivity fluctuations, 

it is interesting to note that over this time period, 0.37 ~ Ro/(Ro} ~ 2.2 while fluctuations 

in Rextend to a lower range than illustrated, 3.0 x 10-4 ~ R/(R) ~ 8.8. The histogram for 

(dRldk )!(dRoldk) is close to that for the static case of the previous section, exponential 

but with mean value 3% smaller, while that for R/(Ra) is similar to the static case but 

with mean value smaller by about a factor of2. 
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Examination of detailed reflectivity time variation reveals that large pulses cleave to the 

most unstable reflectivity mode, B1, once there has been significant amplification. For 

this particular simulation it includes the spatial region where the L W source amplitude, 

¢o oc IEEsRS I ' is near its maximum value. If strong electron trapping effects were to 

manifest themselves in this pulse, we expect that such effects would occur here. The z 

dependence of one such ¢ 0 pulse is shown in Fig. 18, at successive times on the speckle 

axis, normalized to unity at its space-time maximum. It propagates in the negative z 

1.0., ~ '1 

0.5 

0.0 ><r~ 
-1.2 -1.0 -0.8 --0.6 --0.4 --0.2 0.0 

z 


Fig. 18 


Fig. 18. A large amplitude backscatter Langmuir wave source pulse, ¢o, has BJE as envelope, the 

uppermost solid curve. The pulse is shown at several times: the oscillatory solid curve represents ¢o at the 

time when it achieves its maximum while the broken curves show a portion of the pulse at other times. 

direction, towards the laser. The top curve, normalized IEBII ' is its apparent envelope. 

For clarity, only negative z is shown and except for the time when it achieves its 

maximum, ¢o is shown as incomplete broken curves. ¢o's amplitude and phase closely 

follows that determined by E and BIas x varies off of the z axis, for z near ¢ 0' s 

maxImum. 

The duration at fixed z of a ¢ 0 pulse is about 1/ vLandau • This is roughly the time it takes 

for a driven L W to respond. The pulse length, expressed in units ofthe L W wavelength, 

~w, is 
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VSRS 1 Lspeckle c 3.6 kAD 
(21)

vLandau~W = N COlT ~w ~ vLandau~w ~ .JTelke V vLandau/OJpe 

The k dependent factor varies from about 24 to 5 as kAD increases from 0.3 to 0.45 so 

that a reflectivity pulse has at least 10 Langmuir wavelengths as it propagates in 4 ke V 

plasma. 

IV. PRACTICAL ESTIMATES and EXAMPLE 

For the purpose of evaluating e¢o ITe as given by Eq. (1), Fig. 07 and Fig. 18 suggest the 

qualitative estimate, 

R ~ P.canered (Go )/P.peckle , (22) 

with P.cattered (Go)= L IESRS (k,z ~ -0.9Lspeckle' Go r ' because the scattered light's 
k <~f2F 

Fourier support is approximately confined to the optic cone as seen in Fig. 07 and z is 

chosen as the location where ¢ 0 is maximum, as seen in Fig. 18. The argument of the 

scattered power makes explicit R's dependence on the ID gain coefficient, Go. The 

speckle power is independent ofz. Issues of E and Cin normalization may be avoided by 

comparing both factors in Eq. (22) to the speckle scattered light absent gain, 

p!ttered = Pscattered (Go = 0), 

R ~ (p.cattered / Ps~ttered xP;attered/P.peckle )= (Pscattered / p!ttered )R~%~n . (23) 

Speckle Thomson scatter, R~~:~n' is estimated by 

Rspeckle ~ dRThomson L dO. ~ dRThomson L ~~ 77r A dRThomson (24)
Thomson dzdo. speckle speckle dzdo. speckle 4F2 4 0 dzdo. 

with standardlviii lix total electron Thomson scatter cross section, dRTbomson IdzdQ , 

dRThomsonldzdQ ~ ne (kADJ (Yr ~ 7.95 x 10-
26 

cm 
2ne(kADJ . (25) 

(Yr is the Thomson cross section for scattering by a free electron. For (kAD J~ 0.1 and 

10 19 3for nominal ne = cm- , dRThomsonldzdo. is order 10-7 em-I, so that for 1I31lm laser 

l'ght RspeckJe ~2xl0-"1 , Thomson . 
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As a concrete example, consider again the case of section III.D.3, with simulation results 

for average Pscaaered / P:attered ~ 3 x 107 ~ exp (t 7). Combine this with the fact that at 

z ~ -0.9 LspeckJe ~scl~ is reduced from its value at speckle center by a factor of about 8 

to obtain the mean maximum Langmuir wave source 

e(¢o) ~ ~~ ~sc ~exp(17)R~~!~n ~ 0.0015 ~;c . 
2 

(26)
Te 28 ve ve 

In Eq. (26) v~/~ refers to its value at speckle center. For 1I3mm laser light, a speckle 

intensity of 1016 W/cm2 and electron temperature of4keV, ~sclv; ~ 0.1 yielding a scaled 

LWsource of order to-4. For kAD =0.35, vLandau (O)~ 0.05 , and if the L Wamplitude is 

large enough to reduce Landau damping by at least a factor of 2, then 

(OJb)/OJpe > kAD1! 2 e(¢o) =0.037. (27) 
vLandau (0) T: 

A reflectivity fluctuation, e.g., ten times the average will occur about once every 

1Q4/VLandau ,and then the scaled bounce frequency would exceed the RHS ofEq. (27) by a 

factor of 10 114
, beating the strong trapping condition ofEq. (4) so long as 

vesaJpe/OJpe < 0.011. If deeper ranks of speckles provide a seed reflectivity, e.g., of 

104 x R~~~~D' still a very small reflectivity of order to-7
, then the RHS ofEq. (27) is 

increased by a factor of 10, and the strong trapping regime is accessible without the aid of 

large reflectivity fluctuations if vescape/ OJ pe < 0.06. 

v. 	 ELECTRON TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS REDUCE 
GAIN 

In the strong damping regime the effect of an electron temperature fluctuation, OFe, on 

SRS gain is to replace Eq. (6) by 
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(iOJ 0 i '\2 

ESRSllvSRSI/VLandaU + OZ + U \7 ) = SRS 
(28) 

GO IEI2 1 
2Lspeckle IE(Ot [1 + i(8T - OJ)J ESRS - ell vose 8n'VSRS 

OJ is in units of l1.andau, and the scaled electron temperature fluctuation, or, is given by 

8Te 

or = 3(kAD Y2 (VLandau/OJ )Te (29) 
pe 

When kSRS ~ ko, then Eq. (19) has the same form as for backscatter S8S except OJ is 

measured in units of the daughter ion acoustic wave amplitude damping rate, 2 v;akOcs , 

and 8T =8TJ(2v;aTJ. Since 1[1 + i(8T - OJ )JI-1 
:::; 1, or reduces gain unless or is 

spatially uniform. If or varies slowly in time compared to l/vLandau ' then &z's power 

spectrum varies as 1/11 + i(8T - OJ t . 

Once or's spatial dependence is chosen, its effect on reflectivity eigenvalues are readily 

calculated as before without temperature fluctuation. It has been known for some timelX 

Ixi that in typical LPI regimes, or is a nonlocal function of plasma heating by inverse 

bremsstrahlung. However, in regimes of current interest, OPs magnitude is too large for 

a priori validity of these linear theories. Instead, we use simple ad hoc models, 

8T(x)oc IE(xt, model "A", and 8T(x)oc IE(x), model "8", with the scaled 

temperature fluctuation at best focus, or, as a parameter. We test sensitivity of results to 

model choice by comparing results of model A with results of model B. Fig. 16 graphs 

gl, the most unstable power gain coefficient, versus the 1 D power gain exponent, Go, for 

model A, and ko / kSRS = 1 . These graphs are obtained by first determining gl as a 
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Fig. 16. The power gain exponent, g]' of the pseudo 3D Gaussian speckle's most unstable mode, is reduced 


by temperature fluctuations. Results are for ko / ksRS = I and model A with ST oc IEI2 . 

Fig. 17. Frequency spread, (0) (in units of Landau damping rate), over which significant gain occurs, 

decreases ("frequency gain narrowing") as the I D gain coefficient, Go, increases. If (0) is at least as large 

as the top (bottom) curve with triangular (circular) symbols, then at least 99% (90%) of the mean 

reflectivity is recovered, with (R) given by Eq. (23) and -Srv < 0) < SO) limits of integration. 


function of OJ, and then varying OJ to find its maximum. Qualitatively, these maxima are 

attained at SO) "" ST/2 for the cases presented in Fig. 16. Model B reduces gain less than 

model A, but not significantly so for small or or small Go. For example, if 5T = 1 , then 

the gain curve, gl (Go), is displaced only a symbol's width at Go = 30. For 5T = 3, the 

gain curve for model B is very close to the 5T = 2 model A curve for all Go shown. Also 

for model B the maximum gain is achieved for SO) "" 4ST/5 . 
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Appendix on thermal fluctuation level 
In thermal equilibrium, the electron density equal time autocorrelation function, enn , is 
given in Fourier space by 
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~ / (kAD)
Cnn (k)= ,ne ) ( ,~ , (30) 

1+ kAD 

for a weakly coupled plasma. If the large k limit, Cnn (k)~ (ne)' were valid for all k, 

then 

(n(x)n(O))-n; =Cnn(x)= JCnn(k)eikQl (2~Y ~(ne )b'3(x), (31) 

the ideal gas result. 

Appendix on complex harmonic oscillator states 
Reprise Eq. (9), with change of notation. 

( i d 2 1 (x21 
IOJ---2 )¢=K11--2 )¢,
\ 2ks~ ax \ ~ 

or, 
2( i d2 1 x 

I b'K - ----2) ¢ = -K-2¢, b'K =OJ - K . (a) 
\ 2ks~ ax ro 

Absent diffraction, the most unstable mode (ground state), has OJ =K. If Kwere pure 
imaginary, then so would be OJ, and the standard harmonic oscillator eigenstates would 
follow. Let's first review those results. If, 

( 1 d 2 1 21 1
I---+-u )111 =E III then E =n+- . (b)\ 2 du 2 2 'f" n n'f" n n 2 

So rearrange terms in (a) 

d 2( __1 • x 2 1l 2ks~ ax 2 - lK ro2) ¢ = ib'K¢ . 

Let x=ay and, then 

( _ d 2 • 2 y 2 1l 2a2ks~ d/ - lKa ro2) ¢ = ib'K¢ , 

and 

( 1 d 
2 

• 2Ka 
4 ks~ /1) ¢ = ia 2ks~b'K¢ ,l-2" d/ -I ro2 2 

so set 
4 • 22K kSRSa = lro ' 

to obtain 
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(_! d2 l'\ . 2l 2 dl + 2) ¢ = kSRS5K¢.lQ 

Therefore, 
. 2 1 
lQ kSRS5Kn = n + 

2 

\ 1/2(
5K 1=(n+!) 

ia2 
=(n+!)_I_ 2KksRS I 

n 2 2 ik l iro2 )k SRS sRS 

Therefore the spacing between gain rates is 
\ 1/2 ( \ 1/2 

s: __1_ 2KksRS I R _1_ _ _K_ I d 
uK - l

( 

2) e 3/2 -l 2 ) an 
k SRS ro i kSRSrO 

5K ( 1 '\ 112 

---;- =lKkSRSr o2 ) 

while the eigenfunctions width is a, and we want a small compared to ro, or 

a ( 1 '\ 1/4 

- =l 2 )« 1. 
ro ro KksRS 

A strong result since if the 1I4th root, say, is 1110, then square root is 11100, which gives 
5K!K. 
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